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Witzel IR 1300 Infrared Oven

Witzel’s IR ovens feature an exclusive “smart 
controller” for controlling the surface temper-
ature of the material being heated rather than 
the temperature of the oven itself. This unique 
controller monitors the surface temperature 
of the material, so it’s possible to never burn 
plastics again. Door moves up and safely out 
of the way. From Atlas Int’l. #T-WTZ-5043.

Men’s Lexington Dress Shoe

Aetrex Lexington Oxfords are designed to 
combine classic, refined styling with Aetrex’s 
unmatched comfort and customization. These 
extraordinary shoes are made from the finest 
materials available and incorporate Aetrex’s 
patented Mozaic Customization Technology 
for personalized performance and comfort. 
A classic 5 eyelet construction makes these 
versatile oxfords the ultimate in style and 
sophistication. Padded collars, fully leather 
lined interiors, and removable, customizable 
footbeds make these unique shoes an impor-
tant staple in any man’s wardrobe. #LT

Silver Stretch Sheath

Knit-Rite’s popular stretch nylon sheath with 
the added benefits of silver. 3 pair per box. 
#2HPX

Pediatric Knee Immobilizer 42KI

Constructed of breathable material to wick 
away moisture from the skin, the moveable 
tri-panel design of the 42KI accommodates 
multiple circumference sizes. Also available  
in adult sizes. From RCAI.

Automatic Angled Lever Lock Knee Joint

Designed for patients weighing up to 320 lb or individuals with a severe biome- 
chanical deficit, the 1017-A38 from Becker comes with 3/8” x 3/4” aluminum  
uprights and can be fabricated into a variety of orthotic de- 
signs and materials such as the KAFO pictured at right.

Steinel HB1750 Heat Gun

With a temperature range setting from 200° to  
1200° F, the HB1750 features 5 interchangeable  
temperature keys, quick lock stand for hands-free  
operation, powerful turbine blower with air deliv- 
ery rate up to 23CFM, lightweight, quiet design with  
ergonomic grip and convenient slide switch. #HB1750

Dynamic Walk AFO

The Dynamic Walk Orthosis is made of a lightweight moldable  
carbon fiber composite material and features an open heel for optimal fit  
and comfort with various shoe types. Dynamic Walk provides dorsi-assist  
with subtalar inversion and eversion control. This high activity design  
enables freedom of motion and the ability to walk, run, and climb  
stairs without the need for straps. #7001

Air-soft™ Resting Hand Splint

Supports the fingers, thumb and wrist in a functional and/or  
resting position. Malleable aluminum frame allows for  
static progressive splinting. From DeRoyal. #325
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BlueRocker™ from Allard USA

BlueRocker™ is identical in shape and design as ToeOFF® but offers more orthotic control. It is developed primarily for bilateral patients and those with more involved pa-
thology and is also the most preferred orthosis to be used in conjunction with a socket and toe filler for management of partial foot amputations. #28405. SoftKIT™ .

Sure Step Rainier Boot

This custom boot from Trulife is made of a soft molded leather inner shell and natural molded leather outer shell with a lightweight, fully custom rigid  
plastic structural shell. Padded 1/8” closed cell foam. Mid-calf cast required. Available in Midnight Black, Chocolate Brown, Carmel Brown,  
and Sand. 5” (SURE-13), 9” (SURE-14) or 14” (SURE-15) overall height.

+PLUSeries 60 Second Adhesive

Fabtech Systems +PLUSeries™ 60-second structural urethane adhesive is a versatile and fast two part urethane  
system. Exceptionally stronger than brittle, fracture prone acrylics. #60SL

Trilaminate Sheet

Medium Pink Plastazote® plus Urethane plus Blue Microcel Puff® is available in three overall thicknesses. 
37” x 30” sheet size. From Acor. #MDUR-00001, 2, 3 and 8

P.W. Minor Now Available Through Cascade

Cascade now offers PW Minor shoes for men and women, and guarantees stock on  
select styles and colors through the “24/7 Program”.

Miami J Advanced Collar

Features include unique sizing mechanism for easy  
modification, removable sternal pad and patented  
Flex-Edge® technology delivering soft edges. MRI, 
CT and X-ray lucent. From Össur. #MJA-100

Pressure Relief Padding™

Adhesive-backed 2mm thick gel padding with a 2-way stretch  
top cover. 36” roll. From Silipos. Width of 4” (#11205) or 8” (#11215).

ALPS Extreme Cushion Liner

Now available in cushion style as well as locking, the ALPS™ Extreme  
Liner has 80% less vertical stretch, a high circumferential stretch for  
a better fit and a wider distal end for ease of donning. #AKFR

BIO-FOAM® Impression Foam

Accurately captures and reproduces the plantar sur- 
face of the foot. BIO-FOAM® kits are packaged in a 
sturdy mailing carton for your convenience. #4055

Push Lock Kit from APCI

The new Push Lock Kit is competitively priced, rated  
to 365 lb and comes with a two-year warranty. Available  
with small, medium or long pin. #LOC-APC

Spectrum Model 60951

Hosmer’s Pyramid Receiver with Male Dovetail is rated to 220 lb (100kg). Product weight 73g. #60951

Alpha® Select Cushion Liner

The Alpha® Select Liner’s unique one-way stretch fabric effectively controls pistoning while allowing circumferential 
expansion. The new hybrid gel provides a balance of comfort and durability. #H350
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 Overnight delivery at only ground rates to you*
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